Writing Process Steps
STEP 1: Brainstorm Ideas

STEP 3: Write a Paragraph

• Think of what you want to write
about. Write down all the ideas
that come into your mind. You
can use a graphic organizer,
such as Venn diagram or an
idea web, to plan your ideas.
• Write as many ideas as you
can. You don’t have to use all of
these ideas in your writing.

• For each body paragraph, write your topic
sentence first. The topic sentence tells the reader
what a paragraph is about. Then write three or
four sentences that support your topic sentence.
• Repeat this process for each body paragraph.
• Write an introduction paragraph. This should
grab the reader’s attention and introduce the
topic that your body paragraphs are about.
• Write a conclusion paragraph. This should
briefly summarize your main idea(s). It should
also end with a strong, final thought.

STEP 2: Organize Your Ideas

STEP 4: Revise Your Work

• Put your ideas into groups. Each
group will be a paragraph in the
body of your writing. A paragraph
is a group of sentences that are
about one main idea. Remember,
the main idea is usually the first
sentence in a paragraph.
• Decide how many body
paragraphs you will have.

• After you write your introduction, body, and
conclusion paragraphs, read them again.
• Ask yourself, Are my topic sentences clear?
• Ask yourself, Are my supporting sentences
strong and in the correct order?
• Ask yourself, Did I use correct grammar and
spell all my words correctly?
• Then rewrite or correct parts of your writing
that need more work.

Brainstorming and Organizing
Use graphic organizers like these to organize your ideas before writing.
Topic

What happened?
Who was there?

First

Why did it happen?
When did it happen?

Second

Where did it happen?
Ideas

Supporting Details
Ideas

Topic

Ideas

Main Idea

Third

Ideas

Fourth
Fifth

Ideas
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Ideas

Conclusion
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Verb Tenses
Present

Learn  

Simple Present

We use the simple present tense to talk
about things that happen regularly.

Learn  

Present Continuous

We use the present continuous tense to
talk about things that are happening right
now or to talk about future plans.

Learn  

I am eating lunch.
He is playing the violin.
They are going to Paris next year.

Present Perfect

We use the present perfect to talk about
past experiences, past actions that
continue to the present, or actions that
happened at an unspecific time.

Learn  

I eat dinner at 6 p.m.
She plays basketball.
They go to Paris in the winter.

I have thrown a baseball.
She has lived here for a long time.
They have never visited a volcano.

Present Perfect Continuous

We use the present perfect continuous to
talk about things that started in the past
and are still happening now.

I have been reading this book for an hour.
He has been painting all day.
They have been planning this for a long time.

Past

Learn  

Simple Past

We use the simple past to talk about
things that happened in the past,
especially at a specific time.

I ate an orange for breakfast.
He played tennis yesterday.
They went to a concert last night.
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Learn  

Past Continuous

We use the past continuous tense
to talk about what was going on
during a time in the past.

I was eating breakfast.
She was playing in the park.
They were going to a festival.

Future

Learn  

Simple Future

We use the simple future tense when
we talk about future facts, plans to
do something, or predictions.

Learn  

I will eat dinner at 6 p.m.
He will play soccer tomorrow.
They are going to win the game.

Future with Present Continuous

We use the present continuous
to talk about future plans or
arrangements.

I am meeting my friends at the pizza place tomorrow.
She is playing the cello at the concert tonight.
They are leaving tomorrow morning.

Conditionals
Learn  

Present Real Conditional

We use the present real conditional
to talk about something that
happens and causes another thing
to happen.

Learn  

Future Real Conditional

Use the future real conditional for
future possibilities and what will
happen as a result.

Learn  

If I go to the store, I will buy some snacks.
If he visits the museum, he will see dinosaur skeletons.
If the weather is nice tomorrow, they will play outside.

Unreal Conditional

Use the future real conditional
to talk about things that aren’t
possible now.
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If I am hungry, I eat a snack.
When she is bored, she plays a game.
When they are tired, they go to the hotel.

If I had a snack, I would eat it now.
If he could fly a plain, he would fly to Antarctica.
If they met Jane, they would like her.
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